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The Many Louisianas:
A Study of Rural Social Areas and Cultural Islands
By Alvin L. Bertrand
Department of Rural Sociology
Louisiana Agricultural Experiment Station
INTRODUCTION
Persons in charge of administering programs and conducting re-
search in rural areas have repeatedly faced a fundamental problem. This
problem is directly related to the cultural diversity of rural popula-
tions. It comes to light in two ways. First, it is recognized in the in-
ability of county agents and others to successfully use the same tech-
niques of disseminating information with all groups. Anyone familiar
with the situation in states such as Louisiana can appreciate how a cer-
tain approach might be quite effective in one part of the state but be
completely ineffective and even violently rejected in another area. Sec-
ondly, the problem stemming from cultural diversity is seen in the great
deal of time and effort spent by researchers in the determination of areas
suitable for representative sampling. In this connection, it is evident that
conclusions based on inadequate samples lose much of of their applica-
bility.
The above problems prompted the decision to delineate and des-
cribe areas of socio-cultural homogeneity in rural Louisiana. It is felt
that a delineation of this sort will be extremely useful to rvual sociolo-
gists and agricultural economists as well as to many others. In fact, the
inevitable conclusion that the human element must be considered in any
action-type agricultural program makes such a tool of help in many
technical fields. For example, such specialists as agronomists, soil con-
servationists, and foresters can benefit in a great number of ways from a
knowledge of the rural cultural landscape.
The decision to delineate areas in which there is a high degree of
similarity with respect to rural social organization and culture follows the
determination of homogeneous areas for other purposes. Professionals
in various agricultural and allied fields have delineated geographic
areas within which they recommend particular practices. Thus there are
maps showing such things as soil types, topography, temperature, and
rainfall, to name a few. The specific objectives for the determination of
rural social areas are listed below.
Objectives
The major objectives of the present study may be listed as follows:
The first purpose was to ascertain and describe valid criteria for de-
termining rural social areas in Louisiana and to use these criteria in the
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delineation and mapping of homogeneous areas in the state. This was a
major undertaking, and the procedure used is explained in the section
on methodology and in the appendix.
A second purpose was to compare the rural areas delineated with the
State Economic Areas of Louisiana utilized by the Seventeenth De-
cennial Census. The latter were an innovation in census reporting
and tabulation in order to present an intermediate level of data between
the county and state levels. The object in mind in comparing the areas
delineated with the State Economic Areas was to determine whether or
not the Census areas were completely valid for the state of Louisiana.
The third objective was to analyze the association of the rural social
areas to the type-farming areas of the state. In this connection several
studies have shown that the nature of the farm enterprises is tremendous-
ly important in conditioning the culture of rural groups. This seemed
a hypothesis worth testing in the present study. It may be noted that
an up-to-date type-farming map is a by-product of this objective. The
absence of a recent detailed map of this kind made it necessary to con-
struct one.
A final undertaking of the study was concerned with a different
type of cultural delineation. This was the location of the zone of transi-
tion between French, Catholic south Louisiana and Anglo-Saxon, Pro-
testant north Louisiana and the major cultiual islands of the state. Such
research has long been overdue. It will be of great utility to persons
interested in the cultural landscape of the state as well as aid in the
training of Agriculttiral Extensionists and other personnel. In the latter
regard, invariably, isolated cultural groups represent special problems in
terms of approach and education.
Methodology
The task of delineating rural social areas is one which falls rmder
the heading of a problem of social or human ecology. In other words, it
deals with the spatial aspects of human behavior. Subregions of the sort
proposed have usually been delineated on the basis of biophysical factors
expressed in terms of geographic characteristics and natural resources.
However, recent studies have shown the socio-cviltural approach to be
more realistic.^ These latter studies provided the point of departure for
the methodology used in the present study.- Several refinements have
been attempted and it is hoped that these will represent a research con-
tribution.
'A description of this approach is found in Charles E. Lively and Cecil L.
Gregory, "The Rural Socio-Cultural Area as a Field for Social Research," Rural
Sociology, XIX (1954) , 21-31.
^See, for example. C. E. Lively and C. L. Gregory, Rural Social Areas in Mis-
souri, Columbia: Missouri Agricultural Experiment Station Research Bulletin 305,
1939; C. E. Lively and C. L. Gregory. Rural Social Areas in Missouri, Columbia: Mis-
souri Agricultural Experiment Station Research Bulletin 414, 1948; and Harold C.
Bennett, Rural Social Areas of Louisiana , unpublished Master's thesis, Departmen*: of
Sociology, Louisiana State University, 1952.
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The first step in the delineational procedure was the collection and
tabulation of all but the most unreliable, duplicatory and irrelevant
data available by parishes. In this respect, it is recognized that variation
exists below the parish level and that many times a regional line should
bisect a, parish. However, the paucity of data for minor civil divisions
necessitated the use of parish data. Altogether, information was obtained
on some 42 variables or factors. Table 1 shows these factors and groups
them according to general headings. The most fruitfuf source of data
the Seventeenth Decennial Census reports. However, other sources were
utilized for particular types of information and these are shown in
Table I.
The second step involved the systematic combniation of related
variables into composite indexes. This was done not only to reduce the
number but to obtain a list of variables measuring different characteris-
tics. The original 42 variables were reduced to 23 in this manner. Combi-
nations made are shown in Table 1.
TABLE I.-Classification of the 42 Factors Used in the Determination of Socio-Cultural
Scores Showing the Variables Combined into Composite Indexes*
POPULATION FACTORS.
I. Total population per square mile.
11. Rural population per square mile.
'6. Per cent of population classified as rural farm,
i. Per cent of population classified as rural nonfarm.
6. Age index. (Summation of the rank orders of the factors listed below) ,
Percentage of rural farm population 15-44 years of age.
l-ercentage of rural farm population 45-64 years of age.
Percentage of rural farm population 65 years of age and over.
I'ercentage of rural nonfarm population 15-44 years of age.
1-ercentage of rural nonfarm population 45-64 years of age.
i-ercentage of rural nonfarm population 65 years of age and over.
6. Race inuex (Summation ot the rank orders of the factors listed below) .
Percentage of Negroes in the rural nonfarm population.
Percentage of Negroes in the rural farm population.
7. Dependency ratio (Summation of the rank orders of the factors listed below) .
Dependency ratio rural nonfarm population.
Dependency ratio rural farm population.
8. Fertility ratio of total population.
9. Fertility ratio of the rural nonfarm population.
10. Fertility ratio of the rural farm population.
LEVEL OF LIVING FACTORS.
U. Rural nonfarm level of living (Summation of the rank orders of the factors
listed below) .
Percentage of rural nonfarm dwellings with electricity.
Percentage of rural nonfarm dwellings with running water.
Percentage of rural nonfarm dwellings with flush toilets.
Median number of persons per room in rural nonfarm dwellings.
Percentage of rural nonfarm dwellings with radios.
Percentage of rural nonfarm dwellings with mechanical or ice refrigeration.
12. Rural farm level of living (Summation of the rank orders of the factors listed
below) .
Percentage of rural farm dwellings with electricity.
Percentage of rural farm dwellings with running water.
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Percentage of rural farm dwellings with flush toilets.
Median number of persons per room in rural farm dwellings.
Percentage of rural farm dwellings with radios.
Percentage of rural farm dwellings with mechanical or ice refrigeration.
SCHOOL AND EDUCATION FACTORS.
13. School expenditures per parish per student. '
14. Number of students per teacher in white schools.
15. Number of students per teacher in Negro schools.
HEALTH FACTORS.
16. White infant mortality.
17. Negro infant mortality.
18. Doctor and dentist index (Summation of the rank orders of the factors listed
below) .
Number of doctors per 10,000 persons (adjusted to 100) .
Number of dentists per 10,000 persons (adjusted to 100) .
AGRICULTURAL FACTORS.
19. Value of all farm products sold.
20. Proportion of land in farms.
21. Percentage of tenancy.
22. Average size of farms.
23. Farm value index (Summation of the rank orders of the factors listed below) .
Average value of farms.
Average per acre value of land in farms.
*The data used are based upon tabulations for Louisiana from the Seventeenth Decennial
Census of the Population of the United States with the following exceptions: The statistics on school
expenditures and pupils per teacher is from One Hundred First Annual Report, State Department of
Education, Baton Rouge: State Departmnt of Education Bulletin No. 714, 1950. The information
on doctors and dentists is from Paul H. Price and Homer L. Hitt, The Availability of Medical Per-
sonnel in Rural Louisiana, Baton Rouge: Louisiana Agricultural Experiment Station Bulletin No.
459, 1951. All data are for 1950 except the number of dentists per 10,000 persons, which is for 1948.
The computation of coefficients of correlation between each of the
factors or variables was the third step in the procedure. This was done
after each variable had been converted into a Sten score. The Sten scoring
system, developed by Canfield,'' is a technique for converting raw data
to continuous single digit form for computing Pearson product-moment
correlations. This methodology is fully explained in the appendix.
The fourth step was the development of an equation, properly
weighted, for accurately measuring the rank order of parishes on the
basis of socio-cultural variables. The procedure used represents a de-
parture from conventional methods and is explained in detail in the ap-
pendix. In this step the original 23 factors were reduced to seven highly
significant non-duplicatory factors. The significance of these factors as
indicators of socio-cultural homogeneity is discussed in the section which
follows.
The next step in the delineational procedure was the use of the
socio-cultiual scores determined above in the preparation of six maps,
each based on a different set of class intervals. This procedure was de-
signed to do two things. The first was the elimination of the bias of a
particular grouping in the determination of homogeneous areas. The
second was the location of persistent core areas to indicate the presence
of cultural homogeneity. This procedure showed clearly which parishes
'Canfield, A. A., "The 'Sten' Scale—A Modified C—Scale," Educational and Psy-
chological Measurement, XI: 12 (1951) , 295-298.
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clung together on the basis o£ socio-cultural likeness and provided the
basis for the delineation shown in Figure 1.
One further step remained after the location of core areas. This was
the assignment of the fringe and deviant parishes to core areas. In the
latter instance contiguity was the deciding factor. The fringe parishes ob-
viously represented zones of transition with more than the usual cultural
diversity and had to be carefully studied before assignment to a core area.
Thus the procedure followed had to be arbitrary to a certain extent.
First, a careful inspection of the type-farming characteristics of the devi-
ant parishes was made. Next, this information was supplemented with a
field trip to compare the way of life within the parish with that of its
neighbors. In all cases the greater similarity of a given parish to a given
core area became evident in the above analysis. The specific characteris-
tics accounting for each assignment are mentioned in the descriptions of
the individual areas.
THE IMPORTANT DETERMINANTS OF
SOCIO-CULTURAL HOMOGENEITY
As mentioned, some seven factors were retained as significant meas-
ures of homogeneity. These included: (1) school expenditures per
parish per student, (2) proportion of land in farms, (3) age index, (4)
race index, (5) the level of living of the rural nonfarm population, (6)
the level of living of the rural farm population, and (7) the fertility
ratio of the rural farm population. A brief discussion of each factor may
help to clarify its contribution to the delineation of rural social areas.
School Expenditures per Student
Considering first the expenditures in each parish for schools, at least
two characteristics are indicated. First, relative economic position is gen-
erally reflected in school expenditure. Thus the more wealthy parishes
would tend to stand out in this respect. Secondly, attitude toward educa-
tion is shown in the support of taxes, bond issues, etc. for school support
and in the willingness to support private education. Indirectly, expendi-
tures for education measure the quality of education being offered. In
other words, it generally holds that the more money spent per pupil, the
better facilities and teachers there are available. All of the above ob-
viously contribute to the cultural complex of a people.
Proportion of Land in Farms
The proportion of land in farms directly indicates the prevailing
mode of earning a livelihood. In some parishes the rural population
is almost entirely dependent on work off the farm for a livelihood, and
represents a nonfarm populace. In other areas the land is mostly in for-
ests instead of farms, with rural inhabitants living on small farms at a,
near-subsistence level. The remaining areas have a greater or lesser degree
of bona fide farming activity. How important occupation is in determin-
ing cultural orientation has been shown many times. The whole person-
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ality complex of ruralites tends to be differentiated from urbanites on
the basis of occupational characteristics. In the light of the above, it is
quite realistic to assume that the relative extent of land in farms con-
tributes to degree of homogeneity.
Age Composition
Age also has a close tie to cultural variability. Young populations
tend to be less conservative than older populations and have different
tastes as consumers. Older populations are generally more concerned
with welfare programs, whereas younger groups tend to think more in
terms of lower taxes. Thus differences in age structure logically con-
tribute to a determination of cultural diversity. The age index was de-
rived through a summation of the rank orders of percentages of the
rural farm and rural nonfarm populations 15 to 44 years of age, 45 to
64 years of age, and 65 years of age and over.
Race Composition
Race, in a state in which Negroes comprise one-third of the popula-
tion, is a tremendously important phenomenon. This is especially true
because the Negroes are concentrated in certain rural areas. Culture
is affected in so many ways in a bi-racial situation that there is no
need to elaborate at the present time. Suffice it to say that it would have
been quite surprising if such an index had not contributed significantly
to the determination of cultural differences. The race index used in-
cluded a summation of the rank order of parishes on the basis of the
percentages of Negroes in rural farm and rural nonfarm populations.
Level of Living
In all previous studies of the nature of the present one known to
the writer, level or plane of living has been isolated as the prime or one
of the prime indicators of cultural variability. This fact, in itself, con-
firms the validity of the methodology of the present study. Level of
living was determined for this study by summing the rank order of
parishes on the basis of the percentage of dwellings with electricity,
running water, flush toilets, persons per room, radios, and mechanical or
ice refrigeration. Rural nonfarm and rural farm levels of living were
computed separately for two reasons. First, there are signiifcant dif-
ferences in consumption levels between the two groups. Secondly, some
parishes have a greater proportion of one or the other population. Eith-
er of the above would tend to influence the true picture in certain parishes
if rural nonfarm and rural farm levels were lumped together. The fact
that both the rural nonfarm and rural farm indexes of level of living were
retained through systematic statistical elimination indicates the import-
ance of such measures and validates the decision to include them sepa-
rately. Even the most casual observer can easily detect the influence of
level of living on cultural homogeneity.
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Fertility
Using the same logic mentioned above, the fertility ratios (the ratio
of the number of children under five years to the number of women 15-
45 years) of the rural farm and rural nonfarm populations were com-
puted as independent factors. The reasoning for this decision was that
there is more difference between rural farm populations in fertility than
in rural nonfarm populations. In Louisiana this phenomenon is related
to religious diversity. The rural people in south Louisiana are pre-
dominantly Catholic and generally have a higher birth rate than the
Protestant inhabitants of rural north Louisiana. The rural nonfarm
areas tend to be more cosmopolitan and do not seem to feel the impact
of religious culture as much as the rural areas. The decision to keep
rural farm and rural nonfarm fertility separated appears to have been a
sound one in that the latter was eliminated as a major determinant of
cultural variance. The fertility of the rural farm population certainly
is an important variant with cultural ties.
Conclusion
In concluding this section it is the belief of the writer that the
above represent extremely valid criteria for differentiating or delineat-
ing rural areas in Louisiana. Their use outside the state without checking
would not be advisable because cultiual characteristics vary between
states as well as within states. Thus one would need to know what factors,
such as race, would or would not have major significance in a given
locality. Nevertheless the nature of the above criteria indicates the type
of variables which would be useful in delineating rural regions in other
states.
THE RURAL SOCIAL AREAS OF LOUISIANA
The rural areas of Louisiana having socio-cultural homogeneity
were delineated as previously explained and are described in the sec-
tions which follow. They are shown in Figure 1. Area variations in
socio-cultural characteristics are shown in Table II.
Area I, The Red River Delta Area
Area I is located along the Red River and extends from the north-
eastern tip of Louisiana to the central part of the state. It includes the
parishes of Caddo, Bossier, DeSoto, Red River, Natchitoches, and Ra-
pides. In describing Area I, two of its characteristics must be pointed out
as detracting from its homogeneity. The first is that two of the in-
cluded parishes have fairly large urban centers which influence the sur-
rounding rural areas. The second is the fact that the rich alluvial lands of
the Red River Delta make up only a small portion of the parishes but
account in large part for the homogeneity of the area. The parts of the
parishes in Area I outside the Red River Delta are more characteristic of
the adjacent Areas IV and V.
II
FIGURE I.—Location of the ten rural social areas of Louisiana delineated.
Particular characteristics of Area I are: (1) a high proportion of
Negroes (it is only exceeded in this respect by the Mississippi Delta), (2)
a high rate of tenancy, (3) a relatively low average level of living, (4) a
high infant mortality rate, and (5) a relatively high fertility ratio.
In general. Area I may be described as a delta cotton-livestock area.
The farms in the delta proper are large and can be termed plantations
for the most part. The characteristics enumerated above are typical of
this kind of operation. The owners of the plantations are highly special-
ized businessmen who use the latest innovations in their operations.
They employ a large number of workers or "croppers" to do the manual
labor, and this accounts for the large proportion of Negroes in the area.
Although there is no recognizable middle class in the delta portion of
Area I, such a class may be found in the cut-over flat and hilly lands
included in this area. The latter influence the characteristics of the area
to a considerable extent.
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Area II, The North Louisiana Uplands
Area II is composed of six northern Louisiana parishes, and is
commonly called the North Louisiana Uplands. This name is derived
from the hilly, rolling terrain common in the area. Area II includes
Webster, Claiborne, Union, Lincohi. Bienville, and Ouachita parishes.
Cotton is by far the most important crop in this area, with no pa-
rish having less than 10,000 acres planted in this crop in 1950. Beef cat-
tle, dairying, and poultry farming are important supplementary farm
enterprises. Income is also boosted by considerable sale of forest pro-
ducts and work in forest products industries. In this connection, many
farmers are better classified as part-time operators. Some fruit and truck
crops, especially peaches and watermelons, are also found in this area.
The farms in Area II are family size for the most part and are
owner operated to a greater extent than the farms in Areas I and III on
either side. Despite the fact that the soil in Area 11 is not especially fer-
tile, the level of living is relatively high, as is the educational level. In
the latter connection, it is significant that the school expenditure per
student is highest of all areas in the state while the number of students
per teacher is among the lowest. Interestingly, the fertility ratio of the
rural population is relatively low in Area II. This is especially significant
when the fact that it has a relatively high proportion of Negroes (third
highest of the areas) is considered
The term Yeoman farmer has been used to characterize the inhabi-
tants of this area. They are a hardy, independent, individualistic, God-
fearing people who tend to be somewhat conservative in their approach
to new ideas or practices. Social stratification is not pronounced in the
area.
Area III, The Mississippi Delta Area
This area is one which, historically, has been associated with the
production of cotton on large plantations. It includes the largest num-
ber of parishes of any of the areas and is one of the most homogeneous.
It begins in the northeastern part of the state and extends along the
Mississippi River to central Louisiana. The twelve parishes in this area
are Morehouse, West Carroll, East Carroll, Franklin, Madison, Rich-
land, Catahoula, Tensas, Concordia, Pointe Coupee, East Feliciana, and
West Feliciana.
The outstanding characteristics of Area III can be summarized as
follows. Its agriculture is centered in cotton and beef cattle, with hay and
soybeans figuring prominently as supplementary enterprises. Traditional-
ly, it has been the home of thousands of Negro sharecroppers. Today,
despite the fact that there has been a phenomenal swing to mechaniza-
tion, it still has the largest percentage of Negroes of any area. In view
of this fact, it is not surprising that this area has the highest percentage
of tenancy of any area.
Area III also has the highest percentage of its population classified
as rural farm, and the lowest percentage classified as rural nonfarm of
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any area. In this regard, there is not one major city in the whole area,
and it has an extremely low density of population. A phenoinenon re-
lated to the above is the largest proportion of lands in farms of
all areas
The rural inhabitants of Area III have a lower level of livmg than all
but one other area (Area V), and an extremely low educational
level.
Both the fertility and dependency ratios of the area are the highest
tor
the ten areas delineated. Area III, then, is a region of highly
commer-
cial farms, with extremes of social stratification. In many ways it
re-
flects its historic association with cotton culture and Ante Bellum
life.
Area IV, The North Central Louisiana Cut-Over Area
Areas IV and V could very well be included in one area, except for
contiguity. Their physical and socio-cultural characteristics are so much
alike that the description of one closely fits the other. The fact that
they are bisected by the Red River Delta (included in Area I) prompted
the decision to delineate them as separate areas.
Area IV includes the five parishes of Jackson, Union, Grant, Cald-
well and LaSalle. In general, this area may be referred to as a cut-over
pine and hardwood area characterized by self-sufficing and part-time
farming. This area is definitely set off from surrounding areas in many
respects. First, it has the highest proportion of rural nonfarm inhabi-
tants, indicating most rural residents are not bona fide farmers. Next,
it has, except for Area V, the lowest farm value index of any
area. It
also ranks lowest in value of farm products sold. As might be expected
in an area of infertile soil, there is an extremely low density of
popula-
tion As is true in all cut-over areas of the state, the proportion of Negroes
in the population is low. Fertility is low in this area, accounting
for
the high age index. Significantly, both level of living and education are
above average. i, i, i j
By way of summary, Area IV can be described as one of small hold-
ings scattered about in the midst of large timber tracts. Relatively
little
commercial agriculture is done, although cotton is the chief cash crop.
Range cattle and hogs are common and fit into the pattern of subsis-
tence farming which is prevalent throughout the area. The majority of
rural residents work part-time in the lumber and pulpwood or allied
industries. They live in small houses scattered throughout the area and
represent a hardy, individualistic personality type.
Area V, The West Central Cut-over Area
As mentioned in the discussion of Area IV, Area V is similar to it in
most every respect except location. The latter includes only three pa-
rishes, all bordering on the Texas boundary-Beauregard, Sabine, and
Vernon.
Similar to Area IV, Area V is a relatively poor agricultural area.
The terrain features include level to rolling cut-over pine land. There
is a great deal of reforestation activity in Area V, and possibly it will
someday regain prominence as a lumber center. Almost all of the timber
land is in the hands of large operators.
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One livestock enterprise is found to a much greater extent in Area
V than anywhere else in the state. This is sheep. These animals tradi-
tionally have been maintained on open range conditions along with
cattle and hogs. They are kept for wool rather than for mutton, how-
ever. The concentrations of sheep are in Beauregard Parish.
Area V is also one of self-sufficing farms, with relatively few Negroes
and a low density of population. Level of living and education tend to
be average or slightly below average. Possibly because of its distance
from large population centers, it has the highest infant mortality of any
of the areas. The value of farm products sold is relatively small, with
cotton being the Number One cash crop.
The people in Area V are, if anything, more reticent to adopt
new things and more individualistic than those of Area IV. They tend
to be somewhat suspicious of strangers, ask few favors, and mind
their own business. There is a strong tradition of violence in the
area. The above characteristics can be explained in terms of the his-
tory of the area. (See the discussion of cultural islands which follows.)
Area VI, The Southwest Rice Area
Area VI is located in the southwestern part of the state. It contains
the following six parishes: Cameron, Calcasieu, Allen, Jefferson Davis,
Acadia, and Vermilion. This is the first of the south Louisiana French
areas to be considered. The prime characteristic of this area, however, is
the cultivation of rice. With the exception of four parishes, all parishes
in the state producing over 5,000 acres of rice in 1950 were found in
Area VI.
Two border parishes detract somewhat from the homogeneity of
the area. Allen Parish to the north includes a considerable cut-over area
within its boundaries and the inhabitants in this portion of the parish
are more like the people living in Area V. However, the southern part of
the parish is definitely French and devoted to rice culture. The latter
outweighs the former in giving an over-all character to the parish. Cam-
eron Parish to the south has only a relatively small proportion of its area
suitable to agriculture. The remainder is in marshlands and is devoted
to trapping and hunting. In this connection, a large acreage of the parish
is set aside as game refuges. The area in agriculture is primarily devoted
to rice and cattle and this is why it is included in Area VI. It might be
mentioned that a good proportion of Vermilion Parish is also in marshes
and has abundant fishing, hunting, and trapping activity.
The culture of rice is more responsible than anything else for the
homogeneity of Area VI. Since this crop is unique in its requirement for
water, it necessitates a wholly different farming approach from the so-
called highland crops. Area VI has a relatively high farm value index, as
might be expected, in a region of highly commercial farms. It ranks high
in values of all farm products sold, average size of farm, proportion of
land in farms, and level of living. The only indexes on which this area
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ranks below average are population fertility, dependency
ratio, and Ne-
gro infant mortality. In the latter regard, there
are relatively few Ne-
eroes in this area. •
.v.:.
By way of summation, it may be pointed out that the farms
in this
area require more than the usual outlay of cash to
operate, and have
possibly been mechanized for a longer period than have those
m any
other part of the state. The people are mostly of French extraction,
al-
thoudi there are several settlements of midwesterners. The latter were
in-
duced to settle in the area by the so-called "father" of the
Agricultura
Extension Service, Seaman A. Knapp. The people are industrious,
and
more prosperous than the average. They are friendly and take
their
farming seriously. In this connection, this area was one of the
hrst to go
into extensive production of beef cattle. In a way. Area VI
can be called
the bread basket of Louisiana.
Area VII, The South Central Louisiana Mixed Farming Area
Area VII includes four parishes in south central
Louisiana which
have such diversified agriculture and characteristics that they do
not fit
with surrounding areas. The parishes in this area-Evangeline, St. Lan-
dry, Avoyelles, and Lafayette parishes-represent the most
densely popu-
lated and intensified farm area of the state.
Actually the above group of parishes presented somewhat of a
prob
lem in delineation because of their heterogeneity. There is no
doubt that
they represent a sort of buffer zone between other areas.
They are
strategically located between the major rice, cotton, and cane areas and
all three crops are found in quantity in the area, plus
sweet potatoes
and truck crops. Also, the zone of transition between north
and south
Louisiana touches three of the parishes.
Area VII possibly owes its homogeneity more to its numerous
smaU
farms (the smallest average size of any of the areas) and its
French cul-
ture than to anything else. It also stands out because its
rural popula-
tion has the highest density per square mile, and its agricultural
produc-
tivity is the highest of all areas. The proportion of land in farms and
ten-
ancy is also fairly high in these parishes. In most other
characteristics
Area VII is near the average for the state. , . i.
In general. Area VII is one of mixed farming, family farms, and
high
production, populated by a hard-working class of Yeoman farmers,
who
are French and Catholic for the most part. In some ways its
people
have been conservative, clinging to many of their old customs. In
other
ways they have been progressive and have adapted well to the changing
times The traveler through the area senses that the people of the area
enjoy their life and lot to a greater extent than is usual for a rural
people.
Area VIII, The Sugar Bowl Area
The majority of the sugar cane in Louisiana is grown in Area VIII.
The parishes included in this area are often referred to as the Sugar
Bowl of the state. They include West Baton Rouge, Iberville, St. Martin,
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Iberia, St. Mary, Assumption, Ascension, St. James, St. John the Baptist,
Lafourche, and Terrebonne. All of Area VIII is included in French
south Louisiana.
Not only are the parishes in Area VIII characterized by the produc-
tion of sugar, but all of them are fairly large producers of fish (shell
and otherwise) and furs, and have substantial livestock enterprises.
Truck crops are also important in most of the parishes in this area.
The sugar farms, like the rice farms, are largely commercialized,
and parts of Areas VII and VIII are well represented by the term
"factories in the field." In this regard, it is significant that Area VIIl
has the largest average size farm of all the areas. The many small vege-
table farms found here are generally family-owned and operated, how-
ever, and are in direct contrast to the large sugar plantations.
The i^roportion of Negroes is relatively high in this area, a phe-
nomenon related to the predominant system of agriculture. Fertility of
the population is extremely high, something which is not surprising in
a predominantly Catholic region. Other characteristics related to a
high birth rate are a high dependency ratio and a low age index. The
rural population is fairly dense in Area VIII, ranking sixth in this re-
spect among the ten areas. Education and level of living are relatively
low.
In many ways Area VIII is a different world from the rest of Louisi-
ana. Its food dishes, for example, take advantage of a plentiful sea food
supply and are both unique and appetizing. Also, its Catholic and
French culture tends to make it more carefree and less puritanical than
its neighbors to the north.
Area IX, The Florida Parishes Area
Area IX gets its name from the historical fact that it was included
as part of Florida at one time. It is located in the southeasternmost part
of the state and includes the parishes of St. Helena, East Baton Rouge,
Livingston, Tangipahoa, and Washington. East Baton Rouge Parish, in-
cluding the relatively large urban center of Baton Rouge, is somewhat
of a misfit, but is still more closely related to this area than to others
contiguous to it.
Area IX is probably more of a dairy area than anything else. Milk
production has been encouraged by the ready market for this com-
modity in New Orleans and Baton Rouge. The area also has a con-
siderable acreage of strawberries and vegetable crops. It also includes
most of the tung orchards of the state. Some cotton and beef cattle are
produced, but nothing like most of the other areas. Pine and hardwood
forests are found throughout the region and represent one of the major
sources of income.
The education and level of living of the rural people in Area IX
are quite high, relatively speaking. The population density is also fair-
ly high. Interestingly, infant mortality rate is lowest of any area for
both whites and Negroes. This is no doubt associated with its proximity
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to health facilities. The average size of farms is low, with much of the
land being held in large timber tracts.
The white settlers in this part of south Louisiana are almost all
Anglo-Saxon and Protestant. In this respect, they resemble the populace
of Areas II, IV, and V more than the adjacent southern Louisiana areas.
The people of Area IX also resemble the inhabitants of Areas IV and V
in other ways. Many of them, for example, are not full-time farmers.
They live in small homes scattered throughout cut-over areas much as
in the western and north central parishes. They also work in forest
products industries to a considerable extent. Finally, there is a tradi-
tion of violence in part of the area, although it seems to have a dif-
ferent origin than that found among the people of the western parishes.
Area X, The New Orleans Truck and Fruit Area
The last area to be described generally falls under the influence
of the metropolis of New Orleans. In other words, its culture and
agricultural production are geared to the city's needs. Included in this
area are St. Tammany, St. Bernard, Plaquemines, Jefferson, and St.
Charles parishes. The parish of Orleans is not listed in this classifica-
tion of rural areas, as it is completely urban.
As mentioned above, the agricultural production in Area X is of
the type that can be easily disposed of in the nearby city. It includes
all types of vegetable crops, oranges (in Plaquemines Parish), nursery
products (principally in St. Tammany), and considerable milk and beef
cattle. It should also be mentioned that a large portion of the fish and
fur produced in Louisiana come from this area.
The residents of Area X probably represent more ethnic diversity
than any of the areas of the state. Persons of Slavonian, Dalmation, Ita-
lian, French, Spanish, German, and Indian ancestry are found in
considerable numbers in this area. Unlike Areas VI, VII, and VIII, the
French influence is not predominant.
Area X has the smallest proportion of land in farms of any area.
Much of its land is in marshes unsuited to agriculture. It also has
the smallest percentage of persons listed as rural farm of any area. No
doubt because of proximity to New Orleans and ample opportunity for
part-time industrial work, this area has the highest level of living of all
areas. It is thus best characterized as one of diversity in social as well as
economic characteristics.
CULTURAL CONTRASTS AND ISLANDS IN RURAL LOUISIANA
The great diversity of racial and ethnic elements in Louisiana's
population is directly related to its rich history and the attraction of
its abundant natural resources. The many races, nationalities, and other
minority groups settling in the state did not always mix smoothly and
thoroughly with the larger population.* This fact has accounted for the
Tor a comprehensive discussion of race and nationality in the state, see: T. Lynn
Smith and Homer L. Hitt, The People of Louisiana, Baton Rouge: Louisiana State
University Press, 1953, Chapter IV.
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presence of numerous cultural islands within the state. The absence of a
ready locational reference to these islands and to the two rural Louisianas
(one north and one south) prompted the writer to attempt such delinea-
tions.
The methodology employed was geared to the time and resources
available and is quite simple. In the course of visits in each parish of
the state, county agents and others were asked to locate the zones and
areas sought on maps of the parish. Where feasible, these localities were
visited and local sentiment and feeling toward the cultural islands were
determined as much as possible. Extensive library searches were later
made to fill in the history of the several cultural islands located in the
state. From his preliminary study, the writer is firmly convinced that this
type of research has a great potential for a better understanding of rural
society.
The Dividing Line of the "Two Louisianas"
At the time Louisiana was acquired by the United States, the south-
ern portion of the state was fairly well settled by the French. The des-
cendants of these original settlers constitute an important part of the
present state population. In fact, it has been estimated that between 40
and 50 per cent of the state's people are of French descent.^ The descen-
dants of French settlers have preserved their language and culture to a re-
markable extent. Interestingly, the south Louisiana French have assimi-
lated large groups of outside ethnic elements, including Spanish, Ger-
man, Irish, and the so-called "Americans."
It is not the purpose here to do more than show the broad line of
transition between French and Anglo-Saxon Louisiana. The general
characteristics of the rural social areas in each region have already
been described. Persons interested in the more detailed characteristics
of these two areas are referred to the various bulletins and books perti-
nent to the subject. Suffice it to say that many cultural differentials,
including language, food habits, religion, and recreational activity, be-
sides those associated with earning a livelihood, separate the two Louisi-
anas.
Figure 2 was prepared to show graphically where one might expect
to cross from the one region of the state to the other. In this connection,
it may be noted that there are a few pockets of English speaking, Pro-
testant persons in south Louisiana, as well as a few French, Catholic
communities in north Louisiana. These isolated settlements do not in-
fluence the larger populations to any great extent, however.
Major Cultural Islands of Rural Louisiana
As noted elsewhere, there are several communities of more or less
assimilated racial and ethnic groups scattered throughout the state.
Some of these "islands" show indications that assimilation is taking
place rapidly, while others give little evidence of this process. All pre-
^Ibid., p. 49.
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sent problems in terms of group relations and are cause for
special con-
cern on the part of county agents, school superintendents,
and others.
An attempt was made to locate all "cultural islands" m rural areas
of the state of present-day significance. It is possible that
some may have
been overlooked, but the writer is fairly certain that the large
groups
are shown. Because of many misconceptions and erroneous
ideas, a
brief account of the history and characteristics of the larger
groups is
given. The location of the various "islands" is shown in Figure 2.
The Spanish Americans of Delacroix Island
A unique Spanish-American community is located on Delacroix
Island in St. Bernard Parish. This island is situated about
ten miles
from the Mississippi River along Bayou Terre-aux-Bouefs.
Actually,
Delacroix Island is not an island in the true sense of the word,
but rather
a strip of high ground built up by the deposits of the river.
Sig-
2 0 U I S fA N
FRENCH LOUISIANA
AND CULTURAL ISLANDS
OF RURAL LOUISIANA
FIGURE II.-Location of French Louisiana and the major cultural islands of rural
Louisiana.
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nificantly, it was at this site that one of the four first Spanish settlements
in Louisiana was founded in the latter part of the 18th century."
Today it is estimated that there are about 1,000 inhabitants of the
Spanish community on Delacroix Island. The pattern of settlement is in
the form of a line village along the Bayou Terre-aux-Bouefs. The na-
tives have typically Spanish features and are tall, dark, and unusually
handsome. They have clung to their traditions, including their language,
to a remarkable degree. All are bilingual and some even trilingual^
speaking French as well as Spanish and English. Spanish in a surprising-
ly pure form is spoken in all of the homes. It has been suggested that the
"Islenos," as they are known among themselves, have been able to pre-
serve their language and other culture because of isolation. This isolation
was brought about by their location away from frequently traversed
roads, and because of their occupations of fishing and trapping, which
did not necessitate frequent association with outsiders. In this connec-
tion, there is no indication of miscegenation among the "Islenos," and
they are characterized as 100 per cent white.
To the stranger, the "Islenos" appear somewhat aloof and suspicious.
However, once strangers have shown their sincerity of purpose, the peo-
ple are hospitable and sociable. Dancing and drinking seem to be the
chief forms of recreation among the groups. The dances are attended by
people of all ages and accompanied by great merrymaking. Weddings
are the major social occasions among the group and everyone joins the
fun on these occasions.
As might be expected, the "Islenos" are Catholic. Traditionally
they have supported the church better than the schools. The "Islenos"
could see little use for formal education when one could learn the
necessary skills for trapping and fishing from his father and neighbors.
Of late, however, with increasing contact with outsiders more attention
has been given to elementary and high school training.
The traditional occupations of the people in this community, as has
been mentioned, were trapping, hunting, and fishing. Today depletion
of the muskrat, plus a declining market for fur and fish, has forced
many of the "Islenos" to seek employment outside the community prop-
er. The trend away from the island has also been speeded by the lure
of high wages in New Orleans and other nearby places and by in-
creased contacts with outsiders. The latter has come about principally
through the increasing popularity of Delacroix Island with sport fisher-
men and as a place of residence for retired persons from New Orleans.
Because of the above trend, it seems safe to predict that this cultural
The information on this community is from two unpublished papers: a thesis
manuscript by Marcos A. Quinones entitled, "A Sociological Analysis of a Spanish-
American Community," and a term paper by Jay T. Seitz entitled, "A Brief Sociological
Study of the Growth and Development of Delacroix Island." Dr. Fred B. Kniffen,
of the Department of Geography and Anthropology of Louisiana State University,
contributed valuable information on all the cultural islands of the state.
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island will lose its peculiar characteristics in a matter of a generation or
so.
The Hungarian Americans in Livingston Parish'^
The Hungarian community in Livingston Parish was begun around
the turn of the century in response to advertisements by the Brakenridge
Lumber Company in Hungarian language newspapers for mill hands and
of cut-over land for sale at cheap prices. By 1908 the Hungarian com-
munity now known as Albany was well established. Almost all of the
Hungarians coming to the Albany community were descendants from the
peasant class in the country of their origin. It is thus not svn-prising that
they came with a real "land hunger." They worked hard to buy tracts of
land, and their love for the land was demonstrated when they did not
follow the sawmill out of the community in 1914.
Since the Hungarian Americans in the Albany community are
relatively recent arrivals, the original settlers are still alive for the most
part. Along with their children and grandchildren, they make up the
three generations of the community. Many old country customs linger
on in the Hungarian community. These are manifest primarily within
the environs of the family. The father, for example, is definitely the head
of the household and maintains considerable influence even on his adult
children. The mother's status is below that of the father but well en-
trenched as second in command. Her special domain is the home and
kitchen. In the latter she prepares the traditional dishes of the old
country such as "toltot kaposta," or stuffed cabbage, and "gulas," the
famous Hungarian goulash. Until quite recently bread was baked in an
outdoor oven, in the traditional manner, by the wives of the com-
munity. This custom is now revived only on the occasion of festivals.
The people of Albany are churchgoers with three-fourths of the
people belonging to the Catholic church and one-fourth to the Presby-
terian church. Much of the recreational life of the community is centered
in these churches. In the early days the Hungarian Americans at Albany
organized and ran their own school, where they taught the Hungarian
language and religious doctrines as well as the regular subjects. This
school has been replaced by a public school where all children are now
sent. The median years of school attained by persons 25 years and over
is over six and compares well with that of the rural-farm population of
the state.
Agriculture is the mainstay of the Hungarian Americans and 90
per cent of them are farmers. Significantly, the women take pride in
maintaining their household duties while doing a day's work in the
field. Children also take their place in the fields at an early age. A very
large proportion own their farms, which are, on the average, approxi-
mately 30 acres in size. Interestingly, these farmers have had thriving
'The chief source for this discussion is: John H. Allen, "A Sociological Analysis
of a Hungarian-American Community," Unpublished Master's thesis, Louisiana State
University, 1951.
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farm cooperative associations since 1910. There are two of these associa-
tions in the community at the present time, and these organizations func-
tion as purchasing as well as marketing associations.
Within recent years considerable evidence of a speeding up of the
process of assimilation has been noted. For example, an increasing num-
ber of the people in the community cannot or will not speak the Hun-
garian language. There is also a constant flow of younger members to
the outside world with the consequent broadening of cultural contacts.
Intermarriage with the greater society, the acid test of assimilation, has
lagged to a considerable extent, but now is an increasing phenomenon.
All in all, it seems safe to predict that it will be some time before this
cultural island becomes engulfed in the sea of culture around it, but
the process seems inevitable.
The Italian-American Communities in Louisiana
The largest group of foreign white stock in Louisiana is of Italian
ancestry. Although the majority of Italians are found in New Orleans,
a rather large pro23ortion of the group coming to Louisiana settled in
rural areas. There is one especially large Italian-American community in
Tangipahoa Parish and another along the Mississippi River in the up-
per portions of St. Charles, Jefferson, and Plaquemines parishes. Other
smaller communities of Italians are scattered throughout the sugar and
trucking regions of south Louisiana.
The Italians are probably being assimilated faster than any of the
other recent immigrants to the state, although in one or two instances
they have not been readily accepted by the communities in which they
have settled. They have been willing for the most part to give up their
native language and have not been esjDCcially barred from intermarriage
with outside groups. However, the recency of their arrival into Louisiana
(around the turn of the 20th century) has not given time for complete
assimilation.
The largest rural concentration of Italians is found in Tangipahoa
Parish. 8 The group settling in this locality has played an important
part in the state's strawberry industry. They, as well as the other south
Louisiana Italian communities, have also been important producers of
the various truck crops. In fact, it is a definite characteristic of the Ita-
lians in rural Louisiana to be associated with small fruit and vegetable
type farming.
Among the Italian Americans, perhaps more than in other ethnic
communities, status is associated with Americanization. In other words,
there is a much stronger attempt to become associated with the larger
society than among most other immigrant groups in Louisiana. This
means that the Italian communities will probably become completely
*See Luther Williams, "The People of Tangipahoa Parish: A Sociological Com-
parison of Two Ethnic Groups," Unpublished Master's thesis, Department of Sociology,
Louisiana State LTniversity, 1951.
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assimilated in a shorter than average time. Related to this phenomenon
is the support of schools in the Italian communities. They have readily
seen the advantage of education to assimilation. This is interesting be-
cause most immigrants came from areas in Italy which did not empha-
size schooling. As might be expected, the Italian communities are all
Catholic in religion. In this regard they have sometimes incurred the
displeasure of their neighbors in certain Protestant areas because of their
lack of concern for laws pertaining to gambling, drinking, and similar
activities.
In general it may be said that the Italian-American communities
in rural Louisiana are composed of truck and small fruit farmers on
small farms. They continue to exhibit much of their old-world culture
but are continually striving to become assimilated. Surveys of the atti-
tudes of outsiders show that this goal is far from being completely ac-
complished but that much progress has been made.
The Slavonian-Dalmation Americans of Plaquemines Parish
A community of Slavonian and Dalmation immigrants is located in
the lower end of Plaquemines Parish around the town of Buras. The
writer could find very few references to this group in the literature on
Louisiana and no account of its history or description of its social organi-
zation. Visits in the community and talks with persons living here have
given him some insight into their occupations and customs, however.
These people are principally engaged in citrus farming and operate
family-size farms along the high land next to the Mississippi River in
lower Plaquemines Parish. It is significant that all the commercial
citrus of the state is produced in this area. In connection with their citrus
<:ulture, several of the families have developed a thriving orange wine
business. Others of the group are fishermen who gain their livelihood
from the abundant sources of oysters, shrimp, and fish in this vicinity.
The people of this community live in a sort of line village, probably
more out of necessity than because of cultural heritage. They are re-
portedly good farmers, but are individualistic in many ways. It is re-
ported, for example, that this group has little to do with members of
the Italian community in the upper part of the parish. Apparently all
outsiders must prove themselves before winning the confidence of the
people.
The people in the Buras community are known both as hard work-
ers and as shrewd businessmen. They have not only established co-ops for
the more efficient selling of their fruit, but they also engage in a lively
roadside marketing to passersby.
Assimilation seems to be progressing somewhat slowly, as the mother
tongue is still used almost exclusively among the group. The formal
schooling the younger generation is receiving along with an occasional
outside marriage leads one to expect an increasing trend in this di-
irection.
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The Koasati Indians of Southwest Louisiana^
The only Indian tribe in Louisiana which lias retained its language
and racial purity to a high degree is located in the southwest corner of
Allen Parish. The members of this tribe, the Koasati, reside in an area
roughly five miles square just north of the town of Elton in Jefferson
Davis Parish. According to the 1950 Census, the entire tribe numbered
180 persons at that time.
The Koasati are not a native Louisiana tribe. They migrated to
this state from Alabama, where they were known as one of the Creek
tribes. They settled in the piney woods area north of Elton some 150
years ago. In 1884 they were granted homestead rights to their piney
woods holdings with the provision that they could not trade, exchange,
or sell the land. There they have remained vmtil this day. They live in
simple frame houses scattered some distance from one another but con-
nected by trails which cut through the piney woods.
The Koasati are known as a handsome and friendly people. They
are characterized by straight black hair, dark bright eyes, and bronze
skin. Their high cheekbones and round faces bear testimony to their
racial lineage. They have their own language, an explosive and guttural
tongue which has never been written down. The older and younger
members seldom are bilingual, but those in-between generally speak
some English. Their own language is used exclusively by tribe mem-
bers. The Koasati attend public schools in Elton and are generally
accepted by the community. Several have excelled in their studies and in
athletics.
The Koasati men seem to prefer to work by the day on nearby farms,
timber industries, or other public work than to farm for themselves.
A few are employed as mechanics or carpenters in nearby towns. The
women, on the other hand, seldom leave home. Occasionally a Koasati
woman will work as a domestic servant, but generally not for long. Most
usually they supplement the family income by weaving beautiful bas-
kets out of pine needles and raffia. In connection with the latter, with-
in recent years they have been very successful in selling their wares at
festivals and fairs.
All of the Koasati belong to the Congregational Church established
by a Missionary, Reverend Paul Leeds, some 50 years ago. Reverend
Leeds has been with them ever since and has been a great leader in
many ways. Before his arrival the Indians worshipped their own Gods,
known as Minko-Chitto, "the Great Chief," or Aba Chacoli, "He who
resides above."
"Sources include: "Louisiana Indians," Louisiana News Digest, Vol. 3, No. 4
(1951) ; Fred B. Kniffen, The Indians of Louisiana, Baton Rouge: Bureau of Educa-
tional Materials, Statistics and Research, College of Education, Louisiana State Uni-
versity, 1945, p. 83; Sue Lyles Eakin, "Lost Red Men of Bayou Blue," Dixie, Times-
Picayune Roto Magazine, New Orleans, January 14, 1951; and the writer's own per-
sonal acquaintance with the Koasati tribe.
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The Koasati have kept their blood lines exceptionally pure. They
either marry within their tribe or seek mates among tribesmen in Texas
and Oklahonra. Although these people are not reticent in working and
visiting outside their group, it is a safe prediction that they will not be
assimilated for many years. Their reserve, their unwillingness to give up
their native tongue (one understood only by themselves) , and their rela-
tive geographic isolation all point to this conclusion.
The Endogamous Inhabitants of Southwest Louisiana"
In ])arts of Calcasieu, Beauregard, Rapides, Natchitoches, and Vern-
on parishes are found settlements of persons who do not mix readily
with the larger population. Although local folklore abotnids with ex-
planations of the origin of these groups, most of the stories have nO'
basis in fact. At least four different accounts of their origin were given
the author." Interestingly, very few local persons actually connect these
jjeople with the unique chapter in Louisiana history which accounts for
their presence and characteristics. In the latter connection, all out-
siders agree that the groups involved are endogamous in nature (that is,
keep unto themselves) and have a tradition of violence. After considerable
research the writer has become convinced that the above-mentioned char-
acteristics are understandable in the light of historical fact.
After the Louisiana Purchase in 1803, Spain became very much
dis'turbed less the Americans push forward toward the west. In the light,
of this concern it is not surprising that a dispute arose between the
United States and Spain regarding part of the western boundary of the
"Louisiana Purchase." After many threats of war and much diplomatic
negotiation, an agrement was reached to hold the territory under dis-
pute as a neutral ground until a settlement could be reached. This neu-
tral ground, or "strip" as it was called, began at the coast of the Gulf of
Mexico between the mouths of the Calcasieu and Sabine rivers. It ex-
tended between the Sabine and Calcasieu rivers to the source of the lat-
ter, where it went in a straight line to Kisatchie Creek and from there
extended in a northerly direction to the 32nd parallel of N. latitude.
Thence it went in a southwesterly direction to the Sabine River. The
ownership of this neutral ground went to the United States by the
proclamation of the Adams-Onis Treaty on February 22, 1821.
This area, then, was a sort of "no man's land" for 15 years (1806-
1821). As might be expected, having no police protection from an es-
tablished government, the area became an ideal hiding place for outlaws
'"The primary source of the historical information cited is: J. Villasana Hag-
gard, 'The Neutral Ground Between Louisiana and Texas, 1806-1821," The Louisiana
Historical Quarterly, Vol. 28, No. 4 (1945) , pp. 1001-1128.
"The stories claiming that these persons are descendants of Malays, Portuguese^
Mongolians, and Tripolitan pirates seem to have little basis in fact. One author be-
lieves a few of them are the descendants of mixed-blood migrants from the East
Coast. See: Edward T. Price, "The Melungeons: A Mixed Blood Strain of the Southern:
Appalachians," Geographical Review, XLI, No. 2 (1961) , 271.
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and bandits. Furthermore, the fact that the two main trade routes be-
tween Spanish and American territory passed through the area en-
couraged the latter to take up residence on the "strip". Bandits could
prey on the pack trains and travelers carrying items for trade and com-
merce through the territory with little fear of capture. Also, any person
falling afoul of either the United States or Spanish authorities could es-
cape by fleeing to the "strip." The latter included many fugitive slaves
from the United States who sought asylum from their masters. Also, the
neutral ground was the assembly point for filibustering expeditions
composed of persons desirous of starting a revolution against the Span-
iards. It is interesting that the latter group was partially composed of
renegades of one sort or another, as well as Indians. The filibusterers
were roundly defeated by the Spaniards and fled back to the neutral
ground, adding to its motley inhabitants still another "lawless" group.
All in all, the inhabitants of the neutral ground or "strip" were
well schooled in violence. It is thus not surjarising that they have been
characterized by a tradition of violence to this day. With Indians, Ne-
groes, and whites all in a small relatively isolated geographic area, it is
not surprising that miscegenation took place. This is especially true since
the mores of the time and the nature of the settlers did not represent
strong barriers to racial intermixture. Some of the inhabitants of this
area today definitely show signs of racial mixture. This fact probably
accounts for the term "Redbone" (which is in local usage in connection
"with the groups under discussion) and for the fact that they are separated
by considerable social distance from members of the greater society. It
is quite certain, however, that many of these people are not mixed
bloods. In this regard, their complexions and physical characteristics (no
doubt inherited from a Spanish ancestry) are mistakenly associated with
miscegenation.
Why the people under study have remained isolated and not wel-
comed outsiders is understandable in the light of their history and is
associated with the socialization received from their forebears who had
a right to be suspicious of strangers. However, it has not been unusual
for the men in these communities to seek employment outside their
group. They have generally been employed as laborers, especially in the
forest products industries. Most of the people live on small farms of a
subsistence type scattered throughout the piney woods of this part of
Louisiana. A few are relatively well off and have good farms. There are
at least three small towns in which persons from this group reside.
Intermarriage with outside groups has apparently been practiced
to some extent, but is not too common. The opportunity for schooling,
service in the Armed Forces, and work in nearby towns and cities seems
to be speeding the process of assimilation. It is probable, however, that
the endogamous nature of the group will not be changed for several
years to come.
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The "Sabines" of Terrebonne and Lafourche Parishes^^
One of the largest cultural islands in rural Louisiana is found irh
the marshy fringes of Terrebonne and Lafourche parishes. It is com-
posed of a tri-racial group, representing mixed white, Indian, and Negro
ancestry. In this connection, the physical characteristics of individuals
suggest that the white and Indian admixture predominates. Locally, the
members of this group are known as "Sabines."
According to historical documents, the Indian element present in
the Sabines is derived principally from the Houmas, one of the Musk-
hogean tribes. Reportedly members of this Indian tribe took up resi-
dence in the present general location of the Sabines sometime during
the later 18th and early 19th centuries. Whites and Negroes also began
settling in the same area at about the same time. Apparently there was
little reluctance to intermarriage, and miscegenation began immediate-
ly. By the turn of the 20th century the Indians had completely lost their
identity.
The location of the Sabines is shown in Figure 2. Interestingly
enough, they have been increasing their numbers at a phenomenal rate-
In this connection, there were only 1,371 Sabines reported in 1940 as
compared with 2,291 in 1950. This represents an increase of 67.1 per cent
in a ten-year period. The factors causally related to this large natural
increase are not readily apparent. There is, of course, a very high birth
rate. One would also expect a high death rate. However, mortality does,
not seem to be excessive. In this regard, it has been suggested that the
mixture they represent has chanced to be an extremely virile one.^'^
Most of the Sabines are clustered in groups at intervals along the
bayous in what might be called a line village pattern. The remainder live
deep in the marshes in places accessible only by boat. Occasional whites-
are interspersed with the former group, but none are found among the
latter.
From a racial and cultural standpoint, the Sabines are a marginal
people. They are more or less rejected by the whites (with the exception
of missionaries, welfare workers, and bar and dance hall operators) and
they refuse to fraternize with the Negroes. Isolation is further promoted
by the fact that they speak French exclusively within their groups. In
this connection, the introduction of mission schools has brought some
bilingualism. Language and social distance have been the two factors,
which have acted as deterrents to migration and assimilation.
The principal occupation of the Sabines is shellfishing and the
trapping of fur-bearing animals. There is very little agriculture among;
this group beyond a few small garden plots.
"The major source for this section is: Vernon J. Parenton and Roland J. Pelle-
grin, " The Sabines: A Study of Racial Hybrids in a Louisiana Coastal Parish," SociaT
Forces. Vol. 29, No. 2 (1950) , 148-154.
"John R. Swanton. Indian Tribes of the Lower Mississippi Valley and Adjacent
Coast of the Gulf of Mexico, Smithsonian Institution, Bureau of Ethnology Bulletin 43,.
Washington: Government Printing Office, 1911, p. 292.
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Recent years have brought some change to the Sabines in the way
o£ material improvements. These have affected their way of life only
to a limited extent, however. The basic patterns of their way of life
remain almost unaltered. As Parenton and Pellegrin point out, ". . . it
appears that the plight of the Sabines has been maintained primarily
as a result of their racial, social, and cultural isolation."^*
Minor Cultural Islands
In addition to the major cultural islands described above, there are
;numerous small groups over the state which are more or less distinct.
It is only possible to mention these in passing.
Indian Groups. In St. Mary Parish near Frairklin, Louisiana, the
remnants of a once large Indian tribe are found. The Chettimanchi (or
Chitimachas) reside on the only Indian reservation in the state, a small
area of some 265 acres. Although about 180 persons live on the reserva-
tion, very few of them are pure-blooded as only one-quarter Indian blood
is necessary to obtain reservation privileges. They have lost their lan-
guage, and speak French and English instead. The Chettimanchi admit
they are a dying race. They note the young are leaving the reservation
and the old people are gradually passing away. This group is best known
in its neighborhood for the beautiful cane baskets they make and their
beliefs in totems or sacred animals which guard them in their hours of
peril.
A few present-day descendants of the once great Choctaw nation re-
main in Louisiana. They live chiefly in St. Tammany Parish near La-
'Combe, and in LaSalle Parish near Jena. An interesting sidelight regard-
ing these Indians is the fact that they own a Bible translated in their
own language. The translation was done by Abbe Adrian Rouquette,
•one of the first Catholic missionaries in the state. The remaining Choc-
taws, as most other Indian survivors, are pathetic in their memories of
the days when their people were members of a large and proud nation.
A few Indians reside in almost every parish of the state, but besides
the above, none appear to be numerically significant.
Other Racial Hybrids. The people of mixed blood, as indicated be-
fore, are set aside by their intermediate status. They rank themselves
above Negroes but seldom are accepted by the whites. Other designations
for these groups besides the Sabines and Redbones already discussed are
"Tree Jacks," "Jerry Brindles," and "Free Mulattoes." The 'Tree Jacks"
are supposed to be a mixture of French and Negro, the "Jerry Brindles"
a mixture of Anglo-Saxon and Negro, whereas the "Free Mulattoes" are
only recognized as a mixture of white and Negro. The term "Jerry
Brindles" is used principally for identifying hybrid groups in the Florida
parishes, the term "Free Jacks" is frequently used in St. Tammany Par-
ish, while the designation "Free Mulattoes" or "Mulattoes" is commonly
"Op. cit., p. 154.
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used to refer to groups in St. Tammany, Plaquemines, Natchitoches,
and St. Landry parishes."
Other Ethnic Groups. Most of the smaller foreign language groups-
to settle in the state have already been assimilated. In this connection,
the colony of Belgians at Many, the Spanish colony at Robeline and in
Lafourche and Iberia parishes, the German settlements in St. Tammany
and along the lower Mississippi, among others, are no longer recognized
as distinct groups. There are, however, two or three settlements which
have not been completely assimilated. Among these are the German
settlement in Acadia Parish, and the Spanish community in Sabine
Parish. The Mennonite community in Beauregard Parish is set aside as
a religious cultural island.
COMPARISON OF THE RURAL SOCIAL AREAS OF
LOUISIANA WITH OTHER DELINEATIONS
One purpose of the present study was to make a comparison of the
areas delineated with the State Economic Areas of the Seventeenth De-
cennial Census and the type-farming areas of the state. These compari-
sons are presented in the two sections which follow.
Rural Social Areas Compared with State Economic Areas
The first difference noted between the present delineation of rural
social areas and the state economic areas is that the former are more
numerous, including ten rather than eight regions. (See Figures 1 and
3.) Careful inspection shows some similarity between the two sets of
areas but, more significantly, indicates substantial chfferences.
The first major difference between the two delineation is that
State Economic Area IV includes both rural social areas II and IV with
the exception of Ouachita Parish. The latter is included in Economic
Area II, which is the Mississippi Delta area. Another major difference is
the inclusion of rural social areas IX and X plus East and West Feli-
ciana parishes in one state economic area (Area V) . Two minor dif-
ferences besides the shifting of Ouachita Parish may be noted. First,
DeSoto Parish is included in the Western Louisiana cut-over area, rath-
er than in the Red River Delta as is done in the present study. Secondly,
Pointe Coupee Parish is placed in the Central Louisiana Mixed Farming^
area rather than in the Mississippi Delta Area.
In conclusion, it seems justifiable to suggest that the State Economic
Areas have utility up to a certain point. The Rural Social Areas of the
present study are more detailed, however, and would be more useful tO'
most researchers.
Comparison of Rural Social Areas with Type-Farming Regions
Figure 4 was prepared to show the location of the various farming
enterprises of the state, and to make possible a comparison with the
'
^=For persons interested, a thorougfi sociological study of such a community was.
done by Joseph H. Jones. This study, entitled "The People of Frilot Cove: A Study
of a Racial Hybrid Community in Rural South Central Louisiana," is an unpublished
Master's thesis on file in the Louisiana State University library.
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PIGURE III.—State Economic Areas of Louisiana delineated in the Seventeenth De-
cennial Census.
Tural social areas. This sort of comparison is significant because it shows
the relationship of occupational and phyiographic factors to socio-
cultural variables.
It is apparent at first glance that there is a close relationship be-
tween type-farming and the areas delineated. The two delta areas stand
out as producers of cotton and cattle, while the north Louisiana uplands
produce mostly cotton. The two cut-over areas and the Florida Parishes
area show up as places which are short of any type crops. The rice and
cane sections clearly demonstrate the impact of these enterprises on social
life. Finally, the New Orleans area is set aside as one of great di-
v^ersity in physiography and occupation.
The obvious conclusion from the comparisons made above is that
type-farming has an extremely significant influence on social life in
rural areas. This is demonstrated by the fact that a set of socio-cultural
variables, used almost independently of farming enterprises, serves to
Tuark off areas roughly set off by differences in agricultural enterprises.
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FIGURE IV.-Location of major farm enterprises and occupations in rural Louisiana,
1950.
SUMMARY
1. Through the use of empkical tests of significance, seven variables,
were isolated as important determinants of socio-cultural homogeneity
in rural Louisiana. These variables are: school expenditures per student,,
proportion of land in farms, age composition of the rural population,,
race composition of the rural population, level of living of the rural non-
farm population, level of living of the rural farm population, and the
fertility ratio of the rural farm population.
2. The above mentioned variables were used to delineate ten homo-
geneous rural social areas in Louisiana. The areas may be briefly des-
cribed as follows: Area I, The Red River Delta Area, is characterized
by large plantations, devoted to the production of cotton and beef
cattle; a high rate of tenancy; a relatively large number of Negroes; and
a relatively low level of living. Area 11, The North Louisiana Uplands-
Area, located in the hilly parishes of the northern part of the state, is a
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Tegion of family size, owner-operated farms. Cotton, livestock, and
poultry are the most common farming enterprises in the area. Both level
•of living and education are relatively high in this area. Area III, The
Mississippi Delta Area, is similar to Area I in character. The chief farm
enterprises are cotton and beef cattle, and farms are large commercial
operations. There is a high proportion of Negroes, a high rate of tenancy
and a relatively low level of living in this area. Area IV, The North
Central Louisiana Cut-over Area, is one of little farming. It is character-
ized by a rural nonfarm population living on small holdings scattered
throughout large timber tracts. The farming which is done is of the self-
sufficing type. Interestingly, the people of this area have a higher level
•of living and more education than the average for the state. Area V,
The West Central Cut-over Area, is like Area IV in most of its character-
istics. Farming is of the self-sufficing type, with much of the land devoted
to timber production. Level of living and other characteristics are near
the average for the state. Area VI, The Southwest Rice Area, is in French
south Louisiana. It is an area of highly commercialized rice and cattle
farms. This area is above average on almost all the socio-cultural vari-
ables. Area VII, The South Central Louisiana Mixed Farming Area, is the
most densely populated farming area of the state. This area produces
rice, cotton, sugar cane, and sweet i^otatoes in quantity, on small family
owned and operated farms. It is also located in French Louisiana. Area
VIII, The Sugar Bowl Area, stands out because of its large sugar cane
farms. However, farmers in this area have a substantial income from
livestock and truck crops. Fishing and trapping activities round out the
•occupations of the rural inhabitants of the area. Area VIII is in French
south Louisiana and has a relatively high birth rate, relatively low level
of living, relatively low educational level, and a relatively large number
-of Negroes. Area IX, The Florida Parishes Area, is more of a dairying
region than anything else. It has, however, a substantial acreage in truck
and fruit (strawberry) crops. There is also a great deal of timber activity
in the area. Education and level of living are high in this area, as is
generally true in regions of small family owned and operated farms. Area
X, The New Orleans Truck and Fruit Area, is geared to the needs of the
metropolis of New Orleans. It produces truck crops, oranges, fish, and fur
in quantity. It is also characterized by a relatively high level of living
and great cultural diversity.
3. Louisiana can definitely be divided into two major cultural areas.
South Louisiana is French and Catholic in culture and is concerned
with the growing of rice, sugar cane, and truck crops. It also has ex-
tensive fishing and trapping enterprises. North Louisiana is predomi-
nantly Anglo-Saxon and Protestant in culture and devotes itself almost
exclusively to growing cotton and beef cattle.
4. Louisiana has several communities of more or less assimilated
racial and ethnic groups scattered throughout the state which compli-
cate the work of county agents and others. The major "cultural islands"
•are: the Spanish-Americans of Delacroix Island in St. Bernard Parish;
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the Hungarian-Americans in Livingston Parish; the various I talian-Ameri-
can communities; the Slavonian-Dahriation community of Plaquemines
Parish; the Koasati Indians of southwest Louisiana; the Endogamous
inhabitants of southwest Louisiana; and the "Sabines" of Terrebonne
and Lafourche parishes. Minor cultural islands also exist and contribute
to the complexity of rural life in the state.
5. The State Economic Areas of the Seventeenth Decennial Census
vary considerably from the rural social areas delineated. This fact indi-
cates the necessity for researchers and planners to consider the latter in
planning their research and programs.
6. The comparison of type-farming areas with rural social areas
definitely shows a close relationship between the two. In this connec-
tion, the conclusion must be that occupational and physiographic
factors are extremely important in conditioning culture.
APPENDIX
Statistical Methodology
As mentioned in the Introduction to this bulletin, the original
42 variables were reduced to 23 by combining two or more factors into
one index. After this procedure, the variables were rank ordered by
parishes from high to low or low to high, depending upon what was
considered the most favorable condition. Sten scores were then assigned
each variable. Table III shows what Sten scores were assigned each
variable in each parish on the basis of the formula worked out by Can-
field.16 The advantages of using the Sten scoring system are numerous and
have been pointed out in detail elsewhere.^' Essentially this system con-
verts all raw data to continviotis single digit form for computing Pearson
product-moment correlations either on a calculator or through the use of
I.B.M. cards. The use of single digits is a great timesaver in statistical
computations. A further advantage of the Sten scale is that it contains
no negative values. In addition, Sten scoring has the effect not only of
standardizing, but also of approximately normalizing each distribution.
An obvious labor-saving advantage is that the sums of squares, means,
standard deviations, and variances for each of the distributions of Sten
scores are constant. These various advantages prompted the use of
the Sten scoring technique in this research endeavor.
Analysis of Data
Once Sten scores were assigned, the variables were ready for the
computation of a correlation matrix. The underlying hypothesis in the
use of correlation analysis for determining rural social areas may be
stated as follows: From a battery of logico-meaningfully related measures,
^"Op. cit.
"Charles Coates and Alvin L. Bertrand, "A Simplified Statistical Methodology
for Developing Multimeasure Indices as Research Tools," Rural Sociology, xx. No.
2 (1955).
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a small number of significantly inter-correlated measures will be found
which, when properly weighted, can be combined to form an index
equation for accurately measuring rank order. In the present problem
the idea was to discover rural social areas which were homogeneous in
socio-cultural characteristics.
The first step in the procedure was to compute a matrix of sums of
cross products. (See Table IV.) After this was accomplished, a correla-
tion matrix using the Pearson product-moment formula was computed.
(See Table V.)
The next step was to determine what correlations would be insigni-
ficant with 62 degrees of freedom^* for a five per cent level of confi-
dence. Fourteen variables were eliminated as having too many insigni-
ficant correlations at this level. Those eliminated were numbers 2, 3, 4, 6,
7, 8, 9, 10, 11, 12, 13, 17, 18, and 22. (See Table I for a description of
these variables.)
The remaining matrix included several negative measures and
necessitated reflection in order to make all sums positive. After this
was done a further inspection of the matrix revealed two variables with
several insignificant correlations. These were eliminated and a composite
reflected matrix of the seven remaining variables constructed. (See Table
VI.) Note that in Table VI a minus sign appears over and opposite the
measvues which are negatives or suppressors. Note also that in the re-
maining matrix there are no duplicating measures; that is, measures
which have a high inter-correlation with one another.
Since the final reflected matrix included variables which, with one
exception, are all significantly correlated and not duplicatory in func-
tions, it has what may be called "statistical homogeneity." Any further
attempt to reduce the number of measures in this particular problem
would obviously lessen its discriminatory power. In other problems the
number of measuies might be reduced even further should statistical
logic justify or if a one per cent level of confidence is demanded.
Weighting Procedure
There are several methods of obtaining weights for multi-measure
index equations, depending upon the degree of accuracy desired. The
procedure utilized in this study is one hit upon by the writer and a
colleague and includes the use of what may be termed an approximate
criterion. It involves the following steps.
First, the seven variables in the final matrix were rank ordered by
parishes according to the algebraic sum of their Sten scores on the
variables. (See Table VII.) Sten scores were then assigned on the basis
of this order which was termed an "approximate criterion" of homogenei-
ty. Secondly, the Sten score distribution of each measure was correlated
with the Sten score distribution of the "approximate criterion." This
"The parish of Orleans was omitted from computations because of its urban
character.
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TABLE VI.—Final Reflected Matrix
Variables
Variables )
(-)
5 14
(-)
15 19
(-)
20
(-)
9^
1 School expenditures per parish per student (-) 42 .43 .40 .28 .29
.49-
5 Proportion of land in farms .42 .0 i .44
.20 .40 .45
14 Age index (-) .43 .37 .32 .38 .43
.60-
15 Race index .40 .44 .32 .40
.56 .66-
19 Rural nontarm level of living (-) .28 .20 .38 .40
.61 .54
20 Rural farm level of living (-) .29 .40 .43 .56 .61
.07'
23 Rural farm fertility ratio .49 .45 .60 .66
.54 .07
necessitated the computation of the cross products for substitution in the
modified equation for R. The resuit was the following final index equa-
tion:
Socio-cultural score = - .642 (1) + .644 (5) - .726 (14)
+ .741 (15) - .603(19) - .748 (20) + .885 (23). (where all measures
are ut
standard Sten scores.)
The accuracy of the weights was tested as follows. It is known that
the standard deviation of any of the Sten distributions, when squared,
equals its variance. The variance in the Sten score distribution of the
approximate criteria, in our illustration, equals 3.742. It is also known:
that the squared correlation coefficient of each measure (its squared
weight) represents its contribution to the variance and the criterion. In
this example, the squared and sum weights equal 3.649. When the latter
figure is divided by the former and the result multiplied by 100, it is
found that 97.5 per cent of the criterion variance is accounted for,
which obviously is extremely accurate.
The final step was the computation of the socio-cultural score for
each parish from the equation as shown in Table VIII. The parishes were
then rank ordered and divided into homogeneous areas according to the
procedure outlined in the introduction.
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TABLE VII.—Rank Order of Parishes on Summation of Sten Scores of Socio-Cultural
Variables in the Final Reflected Matrix
Approximate Variables Algebraic Sten
Rank Order
1 5 14 15 19 20 23 Sums Scores
1 East Carroll Q i — 1 8 —0 —
0
8 22 9
2 West Feliciana 3 A—
"x 9 —1 — 1 8 14 8
3 East Feliciana 2 Qy —
4
8 -3 —3 6 12 8
4 Madison 9 0 Q— J 6 -2 7 10 8
5 Morehouse 9 KD 9—4 6 -4 —2 7 8 7
6 St. Mary g
—
o KD
o
— 0 7 -2 ~3 7 8 7
'' Tensas A—
^
/ —
5
8 —5 —2 8 7 7
8 St. Landry —4 — 1 5 —3 — 1 6 7 7
9 St. John the Baptist 9 9— 7 —4 —
4
7 6 7
10 St. James A—
1
D g~o 6 -4 —4 9 5 7
11 Pointe Coupee 9— 4 0 A—4: 7 —3 —5 6 5 6
12 Concordia 2 E—0 7 -3 — 1 6 5 6
13 Natchitoches — 0 A g—
o
5 -1 —2 6 4 6
14 Franklin — 1 i — 4 -3 —4 6 4 6
15 St. Martin E—0 O — 1 4 -2 —2 6 3 6
16 St. Helena —D AT- —2 6 —1 —4 6 3 6
17 Richland 9 / A 5 -6 —3 6 3 6
18 Assumption — 1 5 —
4
5 -4 —5 7 3 6
19 Terrebonne A—t: 94 —
0
4 -4 —4 7 1 6
20 De Soto —0 6 — 7 —4 —3 5 1 5
21 Claiborne A
—
t
c0 — 6 -5 —3 5 0 5
22 Bossier K—D ATt —
a
6 -4 —3 5 0 5
23 Acadia A
—
X
Q0 —2 2 -3 —4 3 0 5
24 Red River —
0
1-}
1 —6 5 -4 —2 5 1 5
25 Ascension ^ D —
3
4 -4 —6 5 2 5
26 West Carroll E—0 8 —4 3 -5 —4 5 2 5
27 Caddo —
5
5 — 5 -6 —3 5 3 5
28 Evangeline A—t; eD —'± 3 -5 —3 5 3 5
29 Iberia — At: 9— 5 -5 —4 4 3 5
30 Jefferson Davis —3 Q0 Q—
O
3 -5 —7 4 3 5
31 Lafayette •3— J i — 4 -8 —4 4 3 5
32 West Baton Rouge A—4- A —
5
7 -4 —5 4 3 5
33 Iberville 9—
4
O — / 6 -2 —6 4 4 4
34 Avoyelles A
—
E0 —D 3 -3 —4 4 4 4
35 Catahoula — / Q e— 5 -4 —3 5 6 4
36 Washington 'J— / 5 —2 4 -6 —6 5 7 4
37 Lincoln n—
y
6 —5 6 —5 —5 4 8 4
38 Lafourche •2— o A *—
-1 2 -G —6 4 9 4
39 Livingston -3 -3 2 -6 -7 5 9 4
40 Tangipahoa -7 5 -5 4 -3 —0 3 9 4
41 Allen -6 3 -4 3 -4 -5 3 10 4
42 East Baton Rouge -3 6 -5 5 -7 -8 2 10 4
43 Bienville -5 5 -8 6 -6 -5 3 10 4
44 Ouachita -6 4 -4 4 -7 -5 4 10 4
(Continued)
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TABLE VII (CONT'D)
Approximate
Rank Order 1 5
Variable.
14 15 19 20 23
Algebraic
Sums
Sten
Scores
45 Jackson —5 2 -5 4 —
6
—
5
1
1
3
46 Rapides —5 4 -7 4 — —5 1
3
47 Sabine —6 3 -6 3
Q
—
o
A
—rr
9 1 ] 3
48 Union —6 4 -7 5 —
5
—
O0 \ \ 3
49 Webster -5 5 -4 5 —8 —6 2 1 1
3
50 Caldwell —5 3 -7 4 — /
K
— D 12 3
51 St. Charles —8 4 -6 5
E
— D n— / 5 12 3
52 Winn —7 -6 3 —
2
— 0 12 3
53 Calcasieu -4 6 —5 3 —7 —8 2 13
3
54 Vernon —6 2 -7 0 —2
A
— t: 1
4
2
55 Grant —6 3 -8 3 —
5
—0 4 14 2
56 Plaquemines —4 1 -6 5 —5 — / 15
2
57 Beau regard -6 3 -6 2 —5
•n
— 1 1
6
2
58 Vermilion —7 5 -6 2 —6 — 6 16
2
59 St. Tammany -7 2 4 -8 -7 3 20
2
60 Jefferson -3 1 -6 1 -7 -8 1 21
1
61 Cameron -8 2 -8 1 —5 -6 2 22
1
62 St. Bernad -5 0 -6 2 -7 -9 1 24
1
63 La Salle -8 1 -9 1 -9 -6 0 30 0
Cross Products
Correlation
coefficients
-1129
-.642
1432
.644
-1109
-.726
1455 -
.741 -
1138
.603
-1104
-.748
1489
.885
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TABLE VIII.—Final Rank Order of Parishes on Socio-Cultural Scores
-Rank Parish Socio-Cultural
Score
Rank
(Cont'd)
Parish
(Cont'd)
Socio-Cultural
Score (Cont'd)
1 East Carroll 16.790 32 Jefferson Davis — 1.440
2 West Feliciana 11.432 33 Avoyelles
—2.016
3 East Feliciana 9.435 34 Iberville
-2.142
4 Madison 8.341 35 Catahoula
—2.718
5 Morehouse 7.217 36 Washington
—3.443
o St. Mary 7.048 37 Lincoln
—4.314
7 Tensas 6.807 38 Livingston
—5.119
8 St. Landry 6.384 39 Lafourche
—5.338
9 St. John the Baptist 5.818 40 Tangipahoa
—5.582
10 St. James 5.481 41 Ouachita
—5.637
11 Concordia 4.960 42 Bienville
—6.055
12 Pointe Coupee 4.624 43 Allen
—6.098
.13 Natchitoches 4.104 44 Jackson —6.406
14 Franklin 3.709 45 East Baton Rouge —6.422
15 St. Martin 3.568 46 Rapides
—6.570
16 Richland 3.473 47 Webster
—6.731
17 St. Helena 3.433 48 L^nion
—6.753
18 Assumption 3.422 49 Caldwell
—6.932
19 Terrebonne 2.475 50 St. Charles —7.037
-20 De Soto 1.980 51 Sabine
—7.084
-21 Bossier 1.403 52 Winn
—7.630
22 Claiborne 1.278 53 Calcasieu
-8.546
23 Red River
.522 54 Grant
—8.720
24 Acadia
.468 55 Vernon
—9.189
:25 West Carroll
.321 56 Plaquemines
-9.941
:26 Ascension -
.393 57 Beauregard
-10.390
27 Caddo -
.626 58 Vermilion
-10.484
•28 Iberia -
.848 59 St. Tammany
-12.729
-29 Evangeline -
.863 60 Jefferson
-14.217
-30 Lafayette -
.908 61 Cameron
-14.648
-31 West Baton Rouge
-1.047 62 St. Bernard
-16.152
63 La Salle
-20.200
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